RATIONALE & OBJECTIVE

THE SSRSEQ WORKFLOW
► Integrated workflow to produce genotypic data for > 30 SSR :

► But many drawbacks due to the use of electrophoreses for genotyping5
► Challenge: transitioning sequence-based genotyping6,7
► Objective: developing a streamlined workflow for SSR development, multiplexed
amplification and sequencing and automated bioinformatics data analysis
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► Information gained from sequence data
► Bioinformatics analysis accounting for all types of polymorphism across the amplicon (haplotype)
► Sequence data reduces homoplasy and increase the number of detected alleles
► SNP and Indel within the SSR motif or in the flanking region is common
► The proportion of the different type of polymorphisms varies between taxa

60 primer pairs around best SSR

Primer ordering and testing (simplex PCR)
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Selection of best candidate SSR
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Class Eudicots
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Individual 2

SSRseq development De novo primer design
strategy from DNA sequence
around already
developped SSR

• Reference (draft) genome
• SSR-enriched library sequences
• Sequence flanking already known SSR…

SSR mining and primers design (QDD8)

LABORATORY

► Different development strategy depending on genomic resources previously available
► 60 pairs of primer tested in simplex PCR
► At least 46 blind-repeated genotyped individuals to identify unreliable loci and estimate error
► High success rate to develop reliable and powerful multilocus genotyping method
► Aiming high and throw away failed loci: generate useful genotypic data during development

yes

Sequences, contigs, scaffolds

DEVELOPMENT

► Workflow applied to develop and apply SSRseq approach to four taxa

AUTOMATED PIPELINE)

APPLICATIONS

Low coverage
shotgun sequencing
of one individual

DATA ANALYSIS (

TTTGATTAGAGGTGTTTTGGTCCCAACTATT(1)GTT(7)TTCTATTAC
TTTGATCAGAGGTGTTTTGGTCCCAACTATT(1)GTT(7)TTCTATTAC
TTTGATCAGAGGTGTTTTGGTCCCAACTATT(1)GTT(8)TTCTATTAC
TTTGATCAGAGGTGTTTTGATCCCAAATTTT(1)GTT(9)TTCTATTAC
TTTGATCAGAGGTGTTTTGATCCCAACTTTT(1)GTT(9)TTCTATTAC

Genomic resources available ?
no

Individual 1

► 10-15 highly polymorphic SSR powerful enough for many applications in ecology, evol. biol., agronomy
► Ease of development1,2, less subject to ascertainment bias than SNP
► Linked to phenotypic traits3,4 (through gene expression regulation, DNA & protein conformation…)

► Sequencing microsatellites based on previously available primers works
poorly: de novo primers or loci development needed

FDSTools9

► Microsatellite (SSR) is a unique kind of polymorphism

Formatting genotypic table & comparing repeated genotypes
Genotypes & error rate

Reporting (coverage, allele sequences, missing and error rates)
Individual, locus and allele level statistics

Multilocus genotypic table
with quantified data quality and precise allele information

Taxa

Number of
alleles (based
on sequence)

537
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Number of
% of increase
alleles (based in alleles due
on size)
to sequence

346

150

187

156

Polymorphism in the repeat
motif*

Polymorphism in the
flanking sequences*

SSR

SNP

SNP

Indel

Indel

55%
406 (40)

38 (25)

1 (1)

47 (18)

13 (10)

130 (23)

13 (15)

2 (2)

4 (4)

3 (3)

16%

PRACTICAL IMPLICATIONS
► Bringing SSR genotyping into the digital area
► Time and cost effective workflow to develop SSRseq approaches for any species.
► Easy application: Simple wet lab protocol and automated bioinformatics data analysis.
► More loci analysed jointly and more alleles revealed = additional genetic resolution.
► Sequence-based analysis: sharing and normalization of data between labs possible.

► Perspectives

113%
187 (33)

79 (26)

8 (7)

312 (23)

41 (16)

147 (39)

3 (3)

1 (1)

9 (7)

5 (5)

6%

► Scaling up SSRseq approach to further investigate the functional implications3 and
adaptive potential of microsatellite variation among natural populations4.
► New opportunity to produce empirical data to apply existing theoretical and statistical
frameworks that integrate linked polymorphism with different mutation characteristics for
refined population genetics inferences10.

* total number of alleles (and number of loci in brackets) for each polymorphism type
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